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ABSTRACT
Drawing of random sample has been found to be the vital work in every branch of experimental
Sciences. Most commonly used random numbers
numbers tables are due to Tippett’s ((1927), Fisher and Yates
(1938),
1938), Kendall and Smtih (1939) and Rand Corporation (1955). Tippett’s table consists of four
digited numbers, Fisher and yets table consists
consists of two digited numbers, Kendall and Smith’s table
consists of four digited numbers whereas Rand corporation random numbers table consists of five
digited numbers. But there is no any table of three digit random
random numbers. Therefore, In this study one
table of three digit random numbers comprising of 10000 numbers has been constructed by applying
random drawing method.

Three –digit numbers,
Random drawing method,
Construction,
Random numbers table.
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INTRODUCTION

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The most practical, scientific and economical method of
selecting a random sample consists of the use of random
numbers table. Existing random numbers tables consists of two
digited,, four digited and five digited random numbers.
The random numbers table have been subjected to various
statistical tests of randomness. These tests have limitations to
decide on proper randomness of the number occurring in the
corresponding tables. As a consequence it is not guaranteed
that the numbers in each of these tables are properly random.
This leads to think of testing of the proper randomness of the
numbers in the tables. After examination of proper randomness
by applying chi-square test, students t-test
test and run test it has
been found that the table of numbers
umbers of Fisher and Yates is not
properly random. Tippett’s, Kendall and Smith and Rand
Corporation tables although satisfy chi-square
square test and run test,
but do not satisfy student’s t-test.
test. In earlier study the
construction of one table of two –digit
digit random
ran
numbers had
been discussed. In this study one random numbers table
consisting of 10000 three –digit
digit random numbers has been
constructed as an alternative of the existing tables.

The table of three –digited
digited numbers has been constructed in
such a way that the digits are being produced with equal
probabilities. While constructing random numbe
numbers table of,
1000 three –digit
digit numbers it is required that the numbers of the
table will be properly random if and only if each of 1000
numbers occur n times out of 1000n trials (n = 1,2,3……) in
normal situation. Now consider a pack of 1000 cards consi
consisting
of the numbers marking by 000; 001, 002,……………..999.
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Let the pack of cards be well shuffled and draw the cards one
by one without replacement, then one will get 1000
observations in which each of the 1000 three digit numbers will
appear once. If the process is repeated and combine the
observations, so obtained with the earlier ones, one will get
2000 observations where each of the 1000 three digit numbers
will appear twice.
If the process is continued one will get 1000n observations
where each of the
he 1000 three digit numbers will appear exactly
n time out of n repetitions (n=1,2,3…..) The random number
table constructed here consists of 10000 three digit random
numbers which has been shown in table.
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Main Features of the Table
(1) In the table each of the 1000 three digit numbers occur n
time out of 1000n consecutive trials (n=1,2,3….)
(2) The Table constructed is properly random because it
satisfies –(i) Frequency test, (ii) Student’s t-test and (iii)
Run-test.
(3) Random numbers can be drawn row wise from any
position of the table.
(4) While drawing random numbers from the table it may
happen that some number may occur twice or more. So, in
case of sampling without replacement retain only one
occurrences of them and draw additional consecutive
random numbers from the table as per the requirement.
Method of drawing random numbers from the table
Suppose that one wants to draw n three –digit random numbers
from the table. In order to obtain the n random three-digit
numbers, one is to proceed with the following steps;
(i) Select one position from where to start. In selecting the
starting position one can enjoy one’s freedom. Suppose
that ith position has been selected.
(ii) Draw the number that occurs at the ith position in the
table.
(iii) Choose whether to move towards row wise or towards
column wise. Of course, it is more convenient to move
row wise.
(iv) If it is chosen to move towards row wise, draw the
numbers occurs at the positions. i, i+1 ,
i+2,……………….. i+n-1 in the table to obtain n three –
digit random numbers.
(v) It may happen that some number or numbers among those
drawn may occur twice or thrice or more. In that situation
retain only one occurrences of them and draw additional
consecutive numbers from the table as per requirement i.e.
if K additional numbers are required, draw numbers
occurred at the positions i+n, i+n+1, i+n+2,
…………………. i+n+k-1 in the table to obtain n three
digit random numbers
Conclusion
(i)

The table constructed here consists of the total of 10000
three digit random numbers.
(ii) The table constructed is properly random because it
satisfies three tests (viz. frequency test, student’s test of
run test) of testing proper randomness.
(iii) If may be possible to construct table of four digit random
numbers five –digit random numbers etc. by applying the
technique of random drawing.
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